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Customers’ expectations are higher than ever, and a clean and safe venue is crucial to 
providing a positive guest experience. Moreover, the safety and wellbeing and staff and 
customers should be a key consideration for any business owner. Choosing quality first 
time gives you peace of mind and saves you time and money in the long run.

Our History
COBA has been providing effective, and innovative,
matting and flooring solutions for over 40 years. In 
this time, we have expanded and refined a range of 
dependable products, ideal for facilities management.

Our Passion
Floor mats are an often-overlooked item, but if the right 
product is applied first time, the benefits can be felt 
further down the line – from initial cost savings through 
to reduced cleaning and replacement expense.

Our Reach
As part of the international COBA group, which has
localised facilities in the UK, Europe and South Africa, 
our customers have the reassurance that they are 
dealing with a professional, global name with a long-
established heritage in the floor matting industry.

Service
Our experienced team of matting experts are free and 
available for site survey visits around the UK and Ireland. We 
will work with you to determine the best product solution 
for your environment, so that your investment is rewarded.

Solutions
Our product range offers an option for every budget and 
situation. It broadly spans loose lay entrance mats and fitted 
entrance systems, non-slip mats for bar and kitchen areas, 
to comfort mats for Reception staff and other personnel.

Next Day Delivery
We are able to offer next day delivery on stock 
items – please request when placing your order. 
Standard delivery is 2-3 working days.
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Slips and Trips
Still the largest cause of accidents in the 
workplace, serious injury can occur in an instant. 

Workers in the ‘food service’ are statistically most at risk, and 
causes include spilt food and liquids causing a slip hazard. 

There is also the additional risk of falling on to sharp 
equipment, such as knives or broken glassware. 
Good housekeeping is a must, but the application 
of non-slip floor mats offers added protection.

Dirt and moisture brought in through the front door 
is also a hazard for customers. Effective entrance 
matting goes a long way to preventing slips caused 
by crossing wet or dirty floor surfaces.

Cleaning Costs
It can cost £500 to remove 1kg once inside a 
building and it’s possible for 1 person to walk in 

0.58 grams of dirt per day. 1,000 people in 20 days generate 
11kg – or £5,800 in potential cleaning costs. Entrance 
matting can reduce walked in dirt by up to 90%.

Health and Wellbeing
An increasingly hot topic in recent years, the 
health and wellbeing of workers is not only 

important, but if properly managed can provide return 
value through reduced absenteeism and staff turnover.

The Issues
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External Entrance Mats

Sizes Part Code

0.8m x 1.2m RP010002

0.9m x 1.5m RP010001

COBAscrape
A hardwearing nitrile, multi-tasker

Excellent resistance to cooking oils, chemicals and grease.  -  Raised 
surface provides slip resistance and firm footing in greasy or oily 
conditions.  -  A comfortable alternative to cold, hard flooring.  -  
Product Height: 6mm

Sizes Part Code

0.85m x 0.75m CS010001

0.85m x 1.5m CS010002

0.85m x 3m CS010003

1.15m x 1.75m CS010004

Sizes Part Code

0.35m x 0.6m (10mm) FT010007

0.6m x 0.8m FT010001

0.8m x 1m FT010002

0.9m x 1.5m FT010006

0.9m x 1.8m FT010003

KEEP DIRT AND 
MOISTURE OUTSIDE

Rampmat
Economical entrance mat for outside

Raised honeycomb pattern captures moisture and debris. - Manufactured from durable NBR
rubber making this suitable for all weathers. - Moulded bevelled edging for safety and
wheeled access. -  Product Height: 10mm

Fingertip
Natural rubber doormat gives dirt the brush-off

Flexible, natural rubber nodules which scrap away dirt from the shoe.  
-  Dirt is effectively brushed off then retained in a solid base.  -  Slip-
resistant and trip-resistant with safety bevelled edges.  -  Ideal for 
both indoor and outdoor use.   -  Product Height: 13mm
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Internal Entrance Mats

Vyna-Plush
The perfect low cost doormat

Budget doormat offering all-round performance.  -  Scrapes dirt and 
wipes moisture.  -  Slip and stain-resistant PVC ‘stay in place’ backing.  
-  100% polypropylene fibre ‘scraping’ surface.  -  Pile material: 100% 
polypropylene.  -  Backing: Slip and stain-resistant PVC.  -   Product 
Height: 7mm

Sizes Black/Steel Black/Brown Black/Blue Black/Red

0.6m x 0.9m VP010601 VP010501 VP010201 VP010301

0.9m x 1.2m VP010604 VP010504 VP010204 VP010304

0.9m x 1.5m VP010602 VP010502 VP010202 VP010302

1.2m x 1.8m VP010603 VP010503 VP010203 VP010303

0.9m x per linear metre (max. 25m) VP010607C VP010507C VP010207C VP010307C

1.2m x per linear metre (max. 25m) VP010608C VP010508C VP010208C VP010308C

Logomat
Communicate branding from the moment customers arrive

Customised door mat, printed with your individual logo or message.  
-  Choose from 66 colours (maximum of six per logomat).  -  Excellent 
performance in trapping dirt and moisture.  -  Soft carpet pile 
retains moisture, holding up to 2.5 litres water/m2  -  Standard sizes 
are machine washable for easy care.  -  11 year warranty against 
significant colour loss.   -  Product Height: 7.5mm or 10mm

COBAwash®

Machine washable entrance mat for extended lifespan

Offers effective floor protection, even in busy pedestrian entrances.  
-  Smaller sizes* can be washed in a standard washing machine. (All 
sizes can be washed in an industrial washing machine.)  -  Tufted 
nylon/polyester carpet pile retains up to 3.5 litres/m2 of moisture.  -  
Also traps up to 800g of debris/dry dust.  -  Bleach/fade resistant – 11 
year warranty against significant colour loss.  -  Product Height: 9mm

Sizes Black/Steel Black/Brown Black/Blue Black/Red

0.6m x 0.85m LM010601 LM010501 LM010201 LM010301

0.85m x 1.2m LM010604 LM010504 LM010204 LM010304

0.85m x 1.5m LM010602 LM010502 LM010202 LM010302

1.15m x 1.75m LM010603 LM010503 LM010203 LM010303

Black/Steel Black/Brown Black/Blue Black/Red

Black/Steel Black/Brown Black/Blue Black/Red

KEEP INTERNAL FLOORS 
DRY AND SLIP FREE

MACHINE WASHABLE
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Anthracite

Alba - Premium Nylon Carpet

Blue Grey Brown

Needlepunch  -  
Polypropylene Carpet PVC Scrapers/Brushes 

Charcoal Grey PVC Scraper Nylon Brush

NEW
Vibrant Precision carpet
inserts now available, 
see page 10

Aluminium Systems

Professional design and  
installation service available 

 – ask for details

Plan.a
The most durable entrance matting solution

Versatile system that can be configured to any bar, restaurant or 
hotel’s needs.  -  Robust aluminium for heavy amounts of traffic.  -  
Flexible PVC linking joints for ease of handling/fitting.  -  Three surface 
options available – 20mm strip inserts of either carpet, scrapers or 
brushes.  -  Choose from one, or a combination of surface options.  -  
Custom-made to order in the UK.  -  Product Height: 10mm or 17mm

Finishing Accessories
Ramped Edging 
for Low Profile

T ProfileT Profile for 
Low Profile

Frame Profile for 
Recessed Wells

Expansion StripLow Profile Frame
for Recessed Wells
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Insert Options see page 11:

Alba - Premium Nylon Carpet
Needlepunch  - Polypropylene Carpet
PVC Scrapers/Brushes

Aluminium Systems

SAFE OUTDOORS

Black 
(B01)

Light Grey 
(B03)

Dark Grey 
(B02)

Mint Green 
(B09)

Blue 
(B010)

Dark Red 
(B011)

Red 
(B012)

Orange 
(B013)

Green 
(B08)

Brown 
(B04)

Yellow 
(B05)

Coir 
(B06)

Dark Green 
(B07)

Plan.b
High-quality, stylish brush 
system for dirt control

A combination of durable nylon brushes 
embedded in flexible 100% recycled PVC 
strips.  -  Strips are linked via flexible, 
stainless steel wires.  -  Brushes remove 
soil, grit and debris by ‘brushing’ the contour 
of shoes.  -  Can be installed in recessed 
matwells or lay to surface with optional 
edging.  -  Suitable for indoor and outdoor 
use.  -  Custom-made to order with a choice 
of 13 colour-ways and bespoke logo options.  
-  Production techniques allow for matting 
with curves, diagonals and angles.  -  Product 
Height: 22mm

Plan.c
Reversible aluminium entrance 
matting that lasts twice as long

Closed surface allows dirt to easily be 
removed daily.  -  A robust aluminium 
system for high traffic entrances.  -  Two 
surface options:  -  Rubber profiles with 
nylon filaments  -  Rubber scraper profiles  
-  Assembled in modules for easier 
transportation and installation.  -  Profiles 
are connected via heavy-duty steel wire.  -  
Product Height: 18mm

Plan.e
Robust aluminium entrance 
matting with low profile

Durable linking joints for ease of handling/
fitting.  -  Suitable for high volume footfall 
in entrances of hotels, bars and resturants.  
-  Available with most standard carpet 
insert options.  -  Custom-made to order.  -  
Product Height: 12mm

GreyBlack Rubber
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Sizes Surface Anthracite Blue

29cm x 43cm Open PT010101 PT010201

29cm x 43cm Closed PT010101C PT010201C

Sizes Surface Charcoal Grey

29cm x 43cm Open PMP010101 PMP010601

29cm x 43cm Closed PMP010101C PMP010601C

Sizes Surface Black

29cm x 43cm Open PR010101

29cm x 43cm Closed PR010101C

Anthracite

Blue

Brown

Grey

Charcoal Grey

Open Surface

Sizes Surface Brown Grey

29cm x 43cm Open PT010501 PT010601

29cm x 43cm Closed PT010501C PT010601C

Modular Tile Systems

IDEAL FOR REFURBS  
– QUICK TO INSTALL

Premier Track
Premium ‘easy-fit’ system 
for quick installation

Suitable for use with wheeled trolleys  -  Ideal 
for recessed entrance wells.  -  Crush-
resistant nylon carpet insert which effectively 
scrapes dirt and wipes moisture.  -  Easy 
installation- simply interlock into place.  -  
Heavy-duty tiles that can withstand high traffic 
levels.  -  Move, clean or replace individual 
tiles with ease.  -  Product Height: 16mm

Premier Rib
The perfect anti-slip scraper 
to accompany Premier 
Plus or Premier Track

Links directly with Premier Plus and Premier 
Track tiles.  -  Ideal for use at points of entry 
in hotels, bars and restaurants.   -   Helps to 
remove moisture and debris from footwear.  
-  Ribbed rubber inserts ensure reduced 
risk of slipping.  -  Easy to install, clean and 
maintain.  -  Product Height: 12mm

Premier Plus
Midweight ‘easy-fit’ matting system 
for quick installation

Quality needlepunch carpet insert effectively scrapes dirt 
and wipes moisture.  -  Ideal for recessed entrance wells.  -  
Suitable for indoor use.  -  Move, clean or replace individual 
tiles with ease.  -  Links together to cover all floor sizes.  -  
Flexible and easily cut to shape.  -  Product Height: 18mm
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Size Anthracite Blue Brown Grey

30cm x 30cm PSC010101 PSC010201 PSC010501 PSC010601
Edging Black

Edging: 78mm x 2.0m lengths PSE00002

Corners: 100mm x 100mm PSC00004

Size Natural

305mm x 305mm (Pack of 10) TW050001

Anthracite

Blue

Brown

Grey

Modular Tile Systems

NO MATWELL? 
NO PROBLEM.

Treadwell
Save time on installation with 
an easy-to-fit tile format

Effective scraping mat, made from recycled 
tyres.  -  Suitable for installation in recessed 
matwells.  -  Looks stylish when laid in 
uniform or parquet.  -  Pattern complements 
an array of interiors.  -  Product Height: 10mm

Premier Surface
No need for a matwell

Entrance matting that can be fitted on top of existing floor surface.  
-  Interlocking tiles make covering a large area easy work.  -  Solid 
surface tiles effectively capture dirt to protect interior floors.  -  
Hardwearing nylon carpet inserts scrape dirt and wipe moisture.  
-  PVC base tile is manufactured from 100% recycled materials.  
-  Suitable for high volume footfall at busy entrances.   -  Optional 
‘impact-resistant’ bevelled edges and corners and T-pieces withstand 
luggae carts.  -  Product Height: 12mm
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Charcoal

Dark Brown

Light GreyDark GreyBlack

Dark Green

Apple Green Blue Sky Blue

Light Brown

Yellow

OrangeRed

Wine Red

White

Colour Options

Grey Wine RedCharcoalBlack Red

Dark Brown Dark GreenGolden Beige OrangeLight Beige

Apple Green Navy Blue Sky Blue Baby Blue Yellow

Purple Pink White

Size Black Charcoal Grey Wine Red Red

2m x 23m SC010001 SC110001 SC060001 SC320001 SC310001

Size Light Beige Golden Beige Orange Dark Brown Dark Green

2m x 23m SC210001 SC220001 SC170001 SC050001 SC040001

Size Apple Green Navy Blue Sky Blue Baby Blue Yellow

2m x 23m SC420001 SC180001 SC020001 SC430001 SC070001

Size Purple Pink White

2m x 23m SC200007 SC260001 SC130001

Bespoke Logo Matting

Colour Options

Size Black Dark Grey Charcoal Light Grey Wine Red

2m x 23m PL010001 PL160001 PL110001 PL060001 PL030001

Size Red Light Brown Orange Dark Brown Dark Green

2m x 23m PL030001 PL190001 PL170001 PL050001 PL040001

Size Apple Green Blue Sky Blue Yellow White

2m x 23m PL420001 PL180001 PL020001 PL070001 PL100001

Precision Nib
Premium logo mats hand-finished in the UK  -  High quality rugged 
matting material available in stunning colourways.  -  Solution dyed 
polypropylene fibres for unbeatable resistance to wear, UV and 
staining.  -  Ideal for recreating logos – choose from the 18 colours 
to recreate your design.  -  Heavy weight pile and large nib design 
provides outstanding scrubbing action.  -  Needlepunch construction 
provides optimal crush resistance.  -  Edges will not unravel or fray.  -  
Product Height: 11mm ± 10%

Precision Loop
A popular material to produce inlay logomats with a smooth surface.  
-  Solution dyed polypropylene fibres for unbeatable resistance to 
wear, UV and staining.  -  Ideal for use in logomat designs - choose 
from 15 colours to recreate your design.  -  Heavy weight pile provides 
outstanding absorbing and wiping action.  -  Needlefelt construction 
provides good crush resistance.  -  Edges will not unravel or fray.  -  
Made in Britain.  -  Product Height: 12.5mm ± 10%

BESPOKE
LOGO

MATTING

CHOOSE
FROM 15

COLOURS
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Size Anthracite Blue Brown Grey

2m x per linear metre AB010008C AB020008C AB050008C AB060008C

Sizes Charcoal Dark Blue Grey

2m x 25m roll TRD010001 TRD020001 TRD060001

2m x per linear metre TRD010001C TRD020001C TRD060001C

Sizes Charcoal Blue Brown Grey

2m x 30m roll TR010006 TR020006 TR050006 TR060006

2m x per linear metre TR010006C TR020006C TR050006C TR060006C

Charcoal Blue Grey Brown

Charcoal Dark Blue Grey

Anthracite Blue Brown Grey

Sizes Charcoal Grey

2m x per linear metre (max 21m) NP010001C NP060001C

2m x 21m NP010001 NP060001

Charcoal Grey

Needlepunch

Alba

Entrance Carpet by the roll
Alba
Premium carpet entrance matting on a roll

Exceptionally durable nylon carpet.  -  Ideal for high volume entrance 
areas in bars, restaurants and hotels.  -  Highly absorbent nylon pile, 
which also withstands crushing.  -  An effective way to protect interior 
floor surfaces.  -  Available with optional edging, depending on the 
requirements of the application.  -  Suitable for glue down, wall to wall, 
or floor surface applications.  -  Can be used as part of a two-step 
system in heavy traffic environments.  -  Product Height: 9.2mm

Toughrib Diagonal
Heavy-duty diagonally ribbed matting

Premium quality, heavy-duty entrance matting featuring an attractive diagonal, ribbed design.  
-  Supplied in rolls of up to 25m or in cut linear metre lengths.  -  100% solution dyed UV 
stabilised polypropylene fibres for rigorous scraping performance.  -  Features a robust duo 
rubber backing.  -  Product Height: 8.2mm

Toughrib Contract
Ribbed entrance matting on a roll

A popular choice for fast refurbishment.  -  Ribbed surface not only looks smart, but is 
designed to effectively scrape dirt and wipe moisture.  -  Debris and moisture is captured in the 
ridges and easily vacuumed.  -  100% polypropylene pile is durable and suitable for heavy-duty 
use.  -  Primary (latex) and secondary (gel foam) backing.  -  Can be used in recessed matwells.  
-  Product Height: 7.5mm ± 10%

SIMPLE ECONOMICAL 
MATTING

Needlepunch
Versatile dirt scraper carpet available in long runs

Textured polypropylene fibres provide outstanding scraper action.  -  
Popular for both interior walkways and reception areas providing a total dirt-
barrier solution.  -  Also frequently used in recessed matwells in entrance 
areas.  -  Available with optional edging.  -  Suitable for glue down, wall to 
wall, or lay to surface applications.  -  Product Height: 10.8mm
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Reception Area

Sizes Black Blue Green

0.6m x 0.9m FF010001 -   -

0.9m x 1.5m FF010002 - -

0.9m x 18.3m FF010003 FF020003 FF040003

0.9m x per linear metre FF010003C FF020003C FF040003C

0.9m x 3.65m FF010004 - -

0.6m x 18.3m FF010005 - -

0.6m x per linear metre FF010005C - -

1.2m x 18.3m FF010006 - FF040005

1.2m x per linear metre FF010006C - -

Sizes Black

0.6m x 0.9m MT010001
0.9m x 1.5m MT010002
0.9m x 3m MT010004
0.9m x per linear metre MT010003C
0.9m x 18.3m MT010003

Anti-Fatigue Rating

Wear Rating

Slip Rating

Suitable for Wet 
Environments

Suitable for Oily 
Environments

Fire Tested

Suitable for High Voltage 
Environments

Static Dissipative

Marble Anti-Fatigue
Ideal mat for areas where 
appearance is important

Anti-fatigue matting with marble design to 
suit many interiors.  -  Plush foam backing for 
comfort.  -  Popular for retail counter areas.  
-  Supplied with ramped edges as standard.  
-  Product Height: 12.5mm

Orthomat® Premium
Anti-fatigue mat, ideal for reception areas

Dual layer construction for superior comfort and durability.  -  Tough textured top surface 
for excellent resilience against wear and tear.  -  Low density under layer provides extremely 
effective underfoot cushioning.  -  Exceptional fatigue-relief properties – a real investment 
for the workplace.  -  Tapered edges to reduce trip hazards.  -  Range of colours available.  -  
Product Height: 12.5mm

IDEAL FOR 
RECEPTIONS AREAS
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Kitchen Area Mats

Sizes Black

0.9m x 1.5m RP010001
0.8m x 1.2m RP010002

Size Part Code

0.85m x 1.5m KM010001

Rampmat
An economical anti-fatigue mat

Low cost durable matting for comfortable standing at counters 
and bars.  -  Raised circular surface for slip resistance.  -  Open 
drainage holes for spillages.  -  Made from hardwearing NBR rubber.  
-  Moulded bevelled edges to reduce trip hazards wheeled access.  -  
Product Height: 10mm

K-Mat
Reduce slip hazards on greasy floors

100% nitrile mat is super durable.  -  Excellent 
resistance to grease, oils, fats and detergents.  
-  Easily cleaned in a commercial washing 
machine for easy maintenance.  -  Ideal for 
food prepartion and cooking areas as well as 
pot wosh stations.  -  ‘Cross-grip’ surface for 
exceptional slip-resistance.  -  Open holes for 
efficient drainage.  -  Hygienic anti-microbial 
properties.  -  Product Height: 9mm

REDUCE THE
RISK OF SLIPS

IMPROVE COMFORT 
AND HYGIENE
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Kitchen Area Mats

Sizes Part Code

0.85m x 0.75m CS010001

0.85m x 1.5m CS010002

0.85m x 3m CS010003

1,15 m x 1,75m CS010004

Sizes Part Code

1m x 5m UM010001

1m x 10m UM010002

Size Part Code

0.9m x 1.5m HI010001 HI010002 HI010003 HI010004 HI010005

High-Duty
Superior oil-resistance

Manufactured from a blend of natural SBR rubber and nitrile.  -  
Standard edged all-round mats or interlocking modular sections.  
-  Provides both slip-resistance and fatigue relief.  -  Raised circular 
surface gives excellent underfoot grip.  -  Spilt liquids drain through 
open drainage holes.  -  A comfortable alternative to cold hard floors.  
-  Product Height: 12.5mm

Unimat
The only ‘drainable’ rubber runner

Versatile open holed rubber runner.  -  
Excellent drainage properties.  -  A real asset 
in helping to prevent slipping in wet areas.  
-  Easy to roll up and move to new locations.  
-  Easily cleaned for extended wear and tear.  
-  Ideal for kitchen areas and behind bars.  -  
Product Height: 10mm

REDUCE SLIPS IN WET 
ENVIRONMENTS

COBAscrape
Just the job for oily locations

100% nitrile construction for resistance to most chemicals, oils and greases.  -  Raised surface 
provides a firm footing in greasy or oily conditions.  -  A comfortable alternative to a hard, cold floor.  
-  Machine washable.  -  Supplied with safety bevelled edges.  -  100% nitrile - excellent resistance 
to cooking oils, chemicals and grease.  -  Excellent slip resistance in wet/greasy areas such as 
kitchens and food processing environments.  -  Can also be used in industrial environments.  -  
Product Height: 6mm

HI010001 HI010004 HI010005HI010002 HI010003
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Bar Area Mats

Size Part Code

1m x 1.5m DM010002

Connector DM010003

Edging Black Yellow

Long edge 1565mm x 50mm P240-L1093-C09 P240-L1093-C09-YE

Short edge 1074mm x 50mm P240-L1092-C09 P240-L1092-C09-YE

Tile Size Black Nitrile Blue

0.9m x 0.9m SS010001 SS010007 SS020001
Fatigue-Step Edging Black Yellow

Female Corner Edge SS010002F SS070002F

Male Corner Edge SS010002M SS070002M

Female Corner Edge Nitrile SS010002FN SS070002FN

Male Corner Edge Nitrile SS010002MN SS070002MN

Female Corner Edge B1 - SS070002B1F

Male Corner Edge B1 - SS070002B1M

COBAdeluxe
Ideal for bar areas

Excellent slip resistance in wet or oily areas.  -  Circular open holes 
rapidly ‘drain away’ liquid spillage.  -  Creates a safe and very 
comfortable standing surface.  -  Resilient, manufactured from 
hardwearing natural rubber.  -  Effective in reducing glass breakage.  
-  Product Height: 19mm

IMPROVE COMFORT – 
REDUCE BREAKAGES

Fatigue-Step
Anti-slip floor tiles for 
wet and oily areas

Interlocking open holed tiles in two options: 
1) Fatigue-Step (for general industrial use); 2) 
Fatigue-Step Nitrile (for especially oily areas 
or locations using grease).  -  Soft, yet resilient 
rubber floor tiles.  -  Open holes allow efficient 
drainage of spilt liquids.  -  Effective anti-fatigue 
properties for prolonged standing.  -  Fatigue-
Step conforms to Slip Resistance Test EN 
13552 Category R10.  -  Ideal for bars and 
kitchens.  -  Product Height: 18mm
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Kitchen Area Mats

Sizes Black

0.6m x 0.9m OU010001

0.9m x 1.5m OU010002

0.9m x 18.3m OU010003

0.9m x per linear metre (max. 18.3m) OU010003C

Sizes Black

0.6m x 0.9m SE010001
0.9m x 1.2m SE010003
Special size SE010010

Orthomat® Ultimate
The ultimate anti-fatigue mat, 
ideal for wet or oily areas

Outer layer encapsulates entire mat for 
extended durability - unlike standard 
laminated mats.  -  Soft foam inner layer 
cushions help to delay fatigue.  -  High-
density composition gives essential underfoot 
support and shape recovery.  -  Neat, tapered 
edges are heat-sealed using specialist 
technology developed by COBA Europe.  
-  Robust ramped edges limit trip hazard.  -  
Product Height: 10mm

COBAelite®

Outstanding performance and durability

Premium quality anti-fatigue mat with ‘bubbled’ surface.  -  Made from 
extremely hardwearing polyurethane.  -  Raised surface stimulates 
blood circulation on foot movement.  -  Safety bevelled edging as 
standard.  -  Product Height: 15mm

SUITABLE FOR 
DEMANDING CONDITIONS
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Kitchen Area Mats

Sizes Part Code

0.7m x 0.8m (edged all round) CL010004

0.7m x 0.8m (interlocking middle piece) CL010002

0.7m x 0.8m (interlocking end piece) CL010001

Sizes Black Nitrile

0.6m x 0.9m (edged all round) BF010001 BF010001N

0.9m x 1.2m (edged all round) BF010002 BF010002N

0.6m x 0.9m (interlocking end piece) BF010003 BF010003N

0.6m x 0.9m (interlocking middle piece) BF010004 BF010004N
Sizes Safety

0.6m x 0.9m (edged all round) BF010701

0.9m x 1.2m  (edged all round) BF010702

0.6m x 0.9m  (interlocking end piece) BF010703

0.6m x 0.9m (interlocking middle piece) BF010704

0.9m x 1.2m (interlocking end piece) BF010705

0.9m x 1.2m (interlocking middle piece) BF010706

Sizes Black Safety

50cm x 50cm (Middle) BF010007 -

50cm x 50cm (End) BF010008 BF010708

50cm x 50cm (Corner) BF010009 BF010709

Bubblemat
Anti-fatigue matting with ‘bubbled’ surface 
to stimulate blood circulation

Effective anti-fatigue matting available in two options:  -  1) Bubblemat 
(100% natural rubber);  -  2) Bubblemat Nitrile (75% natural rubber / 25 
% nitrile).  -  The addition of nitrile provides excellent resistance to oils 
and chemicals.  -  Both options feature a raised bubbled surface to 
stimulate blood circulation.   -  Product Height: 14mm

Comfort-Lok
Anti-fatigue matting for greasy 
or oily enviroments.

Hardwearing natural SBR rubber and nitrile.  
-  Suitable for high temperature environments.  
-  Comfortable standing surface for caterers.  -  
Diamond patterned surface provides underfoot 
grip.  -  Interlocking modules or single mat 
(edged all round).  -  Product Height: 12.5mm

Bubblemat Connect
Interlocking tile version of our popular Bubblemat

Three modules can be linked together to cover any shaped area.  
-  Raised bubbled surface helps to stimulate blood circulation.  
-  Soft but sturdy rubber material offers comfort from cold, hard 
concrete floors.  -  Product Height: 14mm

 INTERLOCKING MATS 
FOR GALLEY KITCHENS
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Kitchen Area Mats

Size Blue

0.9m x 1.5m SW020001

Size Orange

1m x 2.4m DG170001

Sizes Black Blue Red Green Grey

Tile 30cm x 30cm (Pack of 9) FD010001 FD020001 FD030001 FD040001  FD060001

Female Edge (pack of 3) FD010002F3 FD020002F3 FD030002F3 FD040002F3 FD060002F3

Male Edge (pack of 3) FD010002M3 FD020002M3 FD030002M3 FD040002M3 FD060002M3

Corner (Pack of 4) FD010004 FD020004 FD030004 FD040004 FD060004

Blue Red Green BlackGrey

Flexi-Deck
Flexible PVC interlinking tiles ideal, 
suitable for kitchen and catering.

Holes provide efficient drainage and allow air 
to circulate.  -  Anti-slip top surface for a safe 
footing in wet conditions.  -  Hygienic PVC 
does not support the growth of bacteria.  -  
Resistant to most oils and chemicals.  -  Easily 
cleaned, rolled up and moved.  -  Not just for 
use on floors. Can also be used on bar shelves 
as illustrated.  -  Product Height: 13mm

LIGHT AND 
FLEXIBLE

Worksafe
Practical, multi-functional mat

Hardwearing anti-fatigue/anti-slip mat available 
in two options: 1) Worksafe; 2)  Worksafe Oil 
Resistant (blue).  -  Manufactured from a blend 
of SBR rubber and nitrile.  -  Grease-Proof 
(blue) option especially resilient to grease and 
aggressive oils.  -  Hardwearing, yet comfortable 
to stand on.  -  Reduces the risk of slipping on 
wet, oily or greasy floors.  -  Anti-slip underside 
to help hold the mat in position.  -  Features open 
drainage holes.  -  Moulded bevelled edging all 
round.  -  Product Height: 12mm

Diamond Grid
Flexible PVC multi-purpose matting

Open diamond grid pattern for nonslip.  
-  Anti-slip top surface for a safe footing.  
-  Specially designed underside studs have 
exceptional water drainage properties.  
-  Easily cleaned, rolled up and moved.  -  
Product Height: 8.5mm
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Specialist Matting

Sizes Black 

0.6m x 1.2m GS010002

0.6m x 10m GS010001

Size White Blue

0.45m x 1.17m WC000004 WC020004

BlueWhite

Sizes Hard Floor Carpet

0.6m x 25m CGH00001 CGC00001

1.2m x 25m CGH00002 CGC00002

0.6m x 50m CGH00003 CGC00003

1.2m x 50m CGH00004 CGC00004

0.6m x 100m CGH00005 CGC00005

1.2m x 100m CGH00006 CGC00006

COBAguard
Self-adhesive floor protection film - 
hard floor and carpet options

Does not feature COBA Guard logo as standard, however can be 
branded with your logo.  -  Self-adhesive polyethylene protection 
film.  -  Ideal floor protection for hotel, bar and resturant during 
refurbishments.  -  Film is reverse wound on the roll for rapid 
installation.  -  Does not leave marks or residues.  -  Install by hand 
for smaller rooms/ staircases or use applicator for larger areas.  -  
Product Height: 50-90 microns

First-Step
Tacky mats for contamination control, ideal for kitchens.

A hygienic pad of peel-off adhesive coated, disposable sheets, 
manufactured from an anti-microbial agent to protect against bacteria, 
mould and mildew.  -  The ‘tacky’ sheets capture food debris from 
footwear and wheeled equipment for contamination control.  -  Once 
applied to the floor, the self-adhesive backing keeps the mat in place.  
-  When the top sheet becomes soiled, simply peel off to reveal a clean 
layer.  -  Product Height: 1.5mm

GripSafe
Anti-slip, protective liner

Ideal non-slip liner for kitchen sides, shelves, 
drawers and trays.  -  Cushions and protects 
components.  -  Easy to cut and trim to 
shape.  -  Manufactured from PVC foam.  -  
Machine washable.  -  Product Height: 4mm

STOP FOOD DEBRIS 
LEAVING THE KITCHEN

IDEAL FOR REFURBS



 	

	 

	 

	 

	 

 

Contact us today

  +44 (0)116 240 1088
 sales@cobaeurope.com
 www.cobaeurope.com
 @COBAeurope
 COBAeurope

 	

	 

	 

	 

	 

 

United Kingdom
 +44 (0)116 240 1088
 sales@cobaeurope.com
 www.cobaeurope.com

Germany
 +49 (2161) 2945-0
 verkauf@cobaeurope.de
 www.cobaeurope.de

Poland
 +48 (12) 446 92 30
 sales@cobaeurope.pl
 www.cobaeurope.pl

Get in touch with your
local team today!

Slovakia
 +421 41 507 11 12 
 sales@cobaeurope.sk
 www.cobaeurope.sk

France
 +33 (0)645309278
 sales@cobaeurope.fr
 www.cobaeurope.fr

South Africa
 +27 (0)11 452  7961 
 sales@cobaafrica.com
 www.cobaafrica.com


